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SECTION XXItI.

LIMITATION OF SPECIES TO PARTICULAR GEOLOGICAL PERIODS.

'Without entering into a discussion respecting the precise limits within which this

fact is true, there can no longer be any doubt, that not only species, but all other

groups of animals and plants, have a definite range of duration, as well as individ-

"nala1 The limits of thin duration, as far as species are concerned, generally coin.

dde with great changes in the physical conditions of the earth's surface ;2 though,

strange to says most of those investigators who would ascribe the origin of organ
ized beings to the influence of such causes, maintain also, that species may extend

from one period to another, which implies that these are not affected by such

changes.'
When. considering, in general, the limitation of species to particular geological

periods, we might very properly disregard the question of the simultaneity of the

successive appearance and disappearance of Fauna, as in no way affecting the

result of the investigation, as long as it is universally conceded, that there is no

species, known among the fossils, which extends through an indefinite series of

geological formations. Moreover, the number of the species, still considered as

identical in, several successive periods, is growing smaller and smaller, in proportion
as they are more closely compared. I have already shown, long ago, how widely

many of the tertiary species, long considered as identical with living ones, differ
from them,4 and also how different the species of the same family may be, in

successive subdivisions of the seine great geological formation.6 Hall has come to
the same result in his investigations of the fossils of the State of New York-6

Every mwrnogaph reduces their number, in every formation. Thus Barrande, who
has devoted 80 many years to the most minute investigation of the Trilobites of

1 Compare Sect. XIX.
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